AbstractÐFault diagnosis of multiprocessor systems motivates the following graph-theoretic definition. A subset g of points in an undirected graph q Y i is called an identifying code if the sets fv g consisting of all elements of g within distance one from the vertex v are different. We also require that the sets fv g are all nonempty. We take q to be the infinite square lattice with diagonals and show that the density of the smallest identifying code is at least 2/9 and at most 4/17.
INTRODUCTION
A multiprocessor system can be modeled as an undirected graph q Y i where is the set of processors and i is the set of links in the system. Fault diagnosis consists of testing the system and locating faulty processors. For this purpose, a set of processors will be selected and they will be assigned the task of testing their neighbors for malfunctions. Whenever a selected processor detects a fault of any kind among its neighbors or if it malfunctions, an error message is issued that specifies only its origin. What is the minimum number of selected processors needed to identify any faulty processor?
Let us reformulate the problem in graph-theoretic terms: q Y i is an undirected graph (finite or infinite). We denote fv fx P X dxY v IgY the ball of radius one centered at the vertex v P , where dxY v equals the number of edges in a shortest path between v and x. If dxY v I, we say that x covers v (and vice versa). A code g is a nonempty subset of . Its elements are called codewords. The code g is an identifying code if the sets fv g, v P , are all nonempty and different.
In this paper, we consider the case when q is the infinite square grid with diagonals. In other words, the vertex set is Â a n d t h e e d g e s e t i s i ffuY vg X u À v P fHY AEIY AEIY HY IY AEIY ÀIY AEIggX We denote this graph by . If we view the vertices as the squares on an infinite chessboard, then fv denotes the squares that are a king's move away from v together with the square v itself.
The density h of g is defined as h jgjaj j if is finite and, for the infinite graph , the density is defined as
where n is the set of vertices xY y such that jxj n and jyj n. For a given q, we would like to find a code g with minimal density.
In fact, instead of this infinite grid, we can consider the finite graphs nYm with vertex set an Â am and edge set i ffuY vg X u À v P fHY AEIY AEIY HY IY AEIY ÀIY AEIgg, where additions are now modulo n in the first and modulo m in the second coordinate.
Assume that we have shown that the density of any identifying code in nYm has density at least and that this is true for all nYm such that n ! k and m ! k, where k is a constant. This implies that the density of any identifying code g in has density at least . Indeed, let g PnIYPnI consist of all codewords xY y of g such that Àn`x`n and Àn`y`n together with all the Vn points ÀnY , nY , Y Àn, Y n, where Àn n. It is easy to verify that g PnIYPnI is an identifying code in PnIYPnI (coordinates now viewed modulo Pn I). Therefore,
i.e., jg n jaj n j ! À VnaPn I P , from which the claim follows.
If we consider the infinite two-dimensional square lattice (without any diagonals), it is proven in [4] , [3] , and [5] that the smallest identifying code has density at least ISaRQ and at most UaPH. If we change the graph a little and add the main diagonal to each square, then the smallest identifying code has density IaR [8] .
In this paper, we consider the case in which both the diagonals are included as edges. In this case, the easy lower and upper bounds are IaS (from inequality (2)) and IaR. We prove that the lower bound can be improved to PaW and the upper bound to RaIU.
For the problem of identifying codes, we refer to Karpovsky et al. [8] and [9] . The papers [1] and [2] give further results in the Hamming spaces and [6] for the hexagonal mesh. For a closely related problem in which fv g are required to be different only for noncodewords v P n g, see Haynes et al. [7] . Such a set g is called a locating-dominating set. Any identifying code is a locatingdominating set. However, for instance, for the infinite twodimensional square lattice (without diagonals), it was shown by Slater [10] that the smallest possible density equals QaIH. 
A CONSTRUCTION

A LOWER BOUND
From now on we assume that q is the graph nYm , where n and m are both at least 30, say, but otherwise arbitrary, and show that the density of an identifying code g in q has density at least 2/9. As discussed in the introduction, this implies that the density of any identifying code in , the infinite square grid with diagonals, is also at least 2/9.
Denote for i IY PY F F F Y W, 
In particular, we have the trivial lower bound jgj ! I S j jX P
We now try to find nontrivial lower bounds on i!Q i i . Definition 1. We say that P g is an isolated codeword if f g fg.
Lemma 2. If P g is not an isolated codeword, then f contains at least four points of v !Q .
Proof. We use the following coordinates for the points:
F F F F F F dQ dR dS F F F eQ eR eS fQ fR fS F F F
and assume that is in e4. Because e4 is not an isolated codeword, without loss of generality, e3 or d3 is a codeword. If e3 is a codeword, all six points d3, d4, e3, e4, f3, and f4 are covered by both e3 and e4 and at least five of them are therefore covered by at least three codewords. Assume therefore that e3 is not a codeword and, by symmetry, that none of d4, e5, and f4 is a codeword. If d3 is a codeword, then the four points d3, d4, e3, and e4 are covered by d3 and e4 and, therefore, at least three of them belong to v !Q . At most one of the points f4 and e5 is covered only by e4 and we may, without loss of generality, assume that f4 is also covered by f3, f5, g3, g4, or g5. This codeword and e4 both cover at least two of the points f3, f4, and f5 and, hence, at least one of the points f3, f4, and f5 also belongs to v !Q . t u Lemma 3. For every codeword , the set f contains at least two points of v !Q . Moreover, if jf v !Q j P, then is like in the following figure
or in the symmetric figure obtained by rotating the previous one by 90 degrees. Here, x denotes a codeword and À a point which is not a codeword. We call such a codeword special.
Proof. We still assume that is in e4. By the previous lemma, we can assume that is an isolated codeword, which in particular implies that each of the points e3, d4, e5, and f4 must be covered by a codeword other than . Assume, for instance, that f4 is covered by g4. Then, at least two of the points f3, f4, and f5 must belong to v !Q . Since c3, c4, or c5 is a codeword and it and e4 both cover at least two of the three points d3, d4, and d5, we see that jf v !Q j ! Q. We may therefore assume that none of the points e2, c4, e6, and g4 are in the code. Without loss of generality, f6 is then a codeword and, hence, f5 or e5 is in v !Q . Since d4 is covered by c3 or c5, we know that d3, d4, or d5 is in v !Q . If g3 or f2 is a codeword, then jf v !Q j ! Q. Assume, therefore, that neither of them is a codeword. Then, g5, d2, and g2 must be in g. Consequently, f5 is in v !Q . Because d2 is in g, we know that d3 or e3 is in v !Q , but e3 is not, so d3 has to be. If c5 is in g, then d4 or d5 must be in v !Q ; if d6 is in g, then e5 is in v !Q . In both cases, jf v !Q j ! Q. Assume, therefore, that neither c5 nor d6 is in g. Then, both c3 and c6 must be codewords. t u Lemma 4. The number of codewords with jf v !Q j ! R is at least twice the number of special codewords.
Proof. Assume that e4 in the figure of the previous lemma is a special codeword. Then, Lemma 2 shows that, for x dP, c3, g5, and f6, we have jfx v !Q j ! R. We call them the friends of e4. Each special codeword has four friends and it suffices to show that a friend can be shared by at most two special codewords: Then, the number of friendsÐand, hence, the number of codewords with jf v !Q j ! RÐis at least twice the number of special codewords. Without loss of generality, consider d2. Since the distance between a special codeword and a friend is always S p , we know that d2 could only be a friend of f3, e4, c4, b3, b1, c0, e0, and f1. However, of these, f3 and c4 do not even belong to the code and b3 and f1 cannot be isolated codewords because they have a neighbor that belongs to the code. However, of the three remaining possibilities other than e4, namely b1, c0, and e0, only one can be a special codeword. Clearly, if c0 is a special codeword and we surround it with the pattern of the previous lemma (or the one rotated by 90 degrees), we see that neither b1 nor e0 can be a codeword. On the other hand, if both b1 and e0 were special codewords, then the fact that they are isolated codewords would imply that fdI g feI g feHY dPg, which is impossible. t u
(by Lemma 3, the case i I does not occur) and
Here, g P is the set of special codewords and by Lemma 4, jg !R j ! Pjg P j.
Proof. The number of pairs Y y, where P g, y P v !Q and y P f, equals i!Q i i . On the other hand, it is equal to j!P jjg j j and, hence, at least Pjg P j Qjg Q j Rjg !R j. Therefore,
The claim follows when we substitute the result of Corollary 5 in (1). t u
As discussed in the introduction, the previous result on the finite graphs nYm implies the following corollary:
Corollary 7. The density of any identifying code in the infinite square grid with diagonals is at least PaW.
CONCLUSION
We have considered the problem of finding small identifying codes in the infinite square lattice with diagonals. By construction, it is easy to show that there is an identifying code with density RaIU, whereas the best current lower bound is PaW, so a gap still remains. Compared to the square lattice without diagonals, we can clearly do better because, in that case, every identifying code must have density at least ISaRQ. This is not surprising because, in our case, each vertex has degree eight, whereas, in the square lattice without diagonals, each vertex has only degree four. Note added on 26 May 2000: It has recently been shown by I. Charon, O. Hudry, and A. Lobstein that there exists a 1-identifying code with density 2/9 in the two-dimensional square lattice with diagonals.
